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Defining nontraditional finance
Regulation/reporting?
Age/experience?
Origination?

“Nontraditional credit suppliers or
lenders…are those whose primary
contacts with producers historically have
been for goods and services other than
credit” (Sherrick, Sonka, & Monke, 1994)

Another definition: Lending that is
originated outside of the
“traditional” local branch‐loan officer
model

Types of nontraditional finance
High
volume
lenders

Note: This figure is not intended to be inclusive
of all firms offering nontraditional finance and
does not include public lenders or individuals

Vendor

Other non‐
deposit taking
lenders

Why study nontraditional finance?
• Producers: understand lending options & costs
• Lenders: understand competition
• Policymakers and financial regulators: measure the amount of debt
from non‐reporting entities and associated financial stress

What drives nontraditional finance?
Supply side determinants

• “Outside” investment
• Innovation
• Credit standards

Demand factors:
• Unique needs
•
•
•
•
•

Large and small?
Complex?
Fast‐growing?
High share of rented land?
Increased appetite for risk?

• Financial stress ?

Business model: High volume, branchless
• Competitive rates
• Focus on (very?) large commercial farms
• Farm sector expertise
• Service is a key part of the business model

Business model: vendor credit
• Many forms of this
• Trade credit
• In‐house financing arm
• 3rd party

• Often exists to support product sales
• Some vendors prefer 3rd party lenders (despite fee) except for riskier customers when it isn’t
possible
• Cost of doing business in a competitive market

• With 3rd party, loan is often guaranteed by the supplier
• Rates competitive to low, may be absorbed by supplier as a cost of business or
product prices
• Loan sizes relatively small, allows easy application (convenience matters)
• Anecdotally, repayment is high due to supplier relationship

Business models: Other NDT lenders
•
•
•
•
•

Also called “collateral‐based”
Staff often have farm lending expertise
Typically, narrower lending decision: collateral + repayment ability
Rates vary from competitive to relatively high
Different approaches:
• Alternative lending: farms that might have difficulty accessing traditional finance
• Rigorous oversight of risk management and collateral
• Higher rate that reflects higher risk

• Unconventional farms
• More leveraged/risk tolerant operations
• Single lender for short term credit

Some nontraditional lenders rival largest
Farm Credit lenders
• Farm Credit Services of America: $35.7 billion loan volume in 2021
• Metlife: $21.7 billion agricultural loan portfolio (as of June 30, 2022)
• John Deere Capital Corporation: $20.35 billion in “agricultural loans” reported March 31, 2022
• Rabo Agrifinance: $15 billion loan volume reported in 2019 (not based on regulatory reports)
• Rabobank N.A. had ~$4.7 billion in non‐real estate & real‐estate ag production loans on Dec. 31 2018

• American AgCredit: $15.9 billion loan volume in 2021
• Conterra: $4 billion in loan assets across portfolios in 2020
• Frontier Farm Credit: $2.4 billion loan volume in 2021
• Farm loans holdings of the largest 30 U.S. banks declined 17.5% between Dec 2015 and March 2019 ($18.3 billion held in
March 2019)
• 2022 USDA farm sector debt forecast: $496 billion (Sept 2022 forecast)

https://www.fcsamerica.com/about/newsroom/financial‐reports
https://investments.metlife.com/financing‐solutions/agricultural‐finance/
https://www.bankingdive.com/news/rabobank‐us‐agriculture‐lending‐gap/559142/
https://www.agloan.com/about‐us/reports/
https://cdr.ffiec.gov/public/
https://www.frontierfarmcredit.com/about/newsroom/financial‐reports
https://www.reuters.com/article/us‐usa‐farmers‐lending‐insight/wall‐street‐banks‐bailing‐on‐troubled‐u‐s‐farm‐sector‐idUSKCN1U618F
https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/farm‐economy/farm‐sector‐income‐finances/highlights‐from‐the‐farm‐income‐forecast/

How big is nontraditional finance?
Longer answer

Short answer

We don’t know, at least 25%
of farm lending nationally
would be a reasonable guess

• Estimate/educated guess by
lending category
• High‐volume, branchless: 8‐10%
• Vendor: 10‐12%
• NDT lenders: 3‐4%.

• Comparison: FCS 43%, Banks
40%, FSA 3% (ERS 2019)
• Note: percentages will not total
100
Reference: https://farmdocdaily.illinois.edu/2020/03/how‐big‐is‐nontraditional‐finance.html

Older research findings
• More leveraged KS farms more likely to use multiple sources of credit including
nontraditional sources (Brewer et al 2019)
• Implement dealer financing with USDA farm survey data (Ifft, Kuethe and
Patrick 2017)
• No correlation with financial status and implement dealer financing
• Implement dealer‐loans have lower interest rates for small and midsize farms

• Vendor credit for seed corn is effectively more expensive than standard
operating loans (Fiechter and Ifft 2019)
• Trade credit offered by dairy feed manufacturers (Fiechter and Ifft 2022)
• Increases dramatically when milk prices drop, used by more leveraged farms
• Credit provided by feed manufacturers is larger than any single bank in northeast US

New findings: market share
• Nontraditional real estate lenders hold over 1/3 of Farmer Mac’s Farm
and Ranch portfolio, following substantial growth since 2013 (Lyons
and Takach 2022)
• Perceived competition from nontraditional lenders is related to some
commercial bank lending practices and outcomes (Kuethe et al 2022)
• Cooperatives have capacity to expand credit offerings (Mashanga
and Briggeman, 2022)

New findings: strategies
• Convenience, underserved borrowers
• Tetteh et al (2022) – detailed case studies
• Anecdotes that nontraditional lenders can provide larger loans (i.e.
Stevens 2022)
• Nontraditional real estate lenders, such as cooperatives, provide
financing to benefit their customers or attract new customers (Lyons
and Takach, 2022)
• Beginning farmers more likely to rely on nontraditional finance
(Thilmany et al 2022)

New findings: relationship to farm risk
• Findings from USDA/farm survey data are inconclusive (McDonald et
al 2022)
• In Chapter 9 bankruptcy cases, traditional lenders were more likely to
recoup loans, but nontraditional lenders held a relatively small share
(Rabinowitz and Secor 2022)
• Among FSA lenders, short term vendor finance correlated with
higher probability of default, but not intermediate vendor finance
(Dodson et al 2022)

New findings: Equipment finance
Based on Luke Byers’ MS thesis
Manuscript under preparation by Briggeman, Byers, Ifft, Kuhns, Miller
and Yu
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The challenge
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Non‐real estate debt no longer tracks real
estate debt

Overview
• Data on all liens placed on farm equipment in 14 field‐crop intensive
states from 2000‐2020
• USDA Agricultural Resource Management Survey (ARMS) is used to
estimate “Individuals and Others”
• Compare data
• Total equipment loan collateral/volume for all 14 states
• State‐level regression analysis

Study area: value
of farm
equipment
collateral

Source: EDA data on select equipment for
14 states, 2000‐2020

Liens as a Data
Source

• Lien documents
collateral pledge
• Publicly available
• Standard business
practice (Gopal, Schnabl,
2020)
• Uniform Commercial
Code

UCC Data
• Secured party: lender name and classification
• Buyer: State, FIPS, zip code
• Equipment: make, model, size, value
• Filing date
• Scope
• Standard farm equipment for field crop
production
• 100+ horsepower equipment when
relevant
• 4.5 million liens analyzed

Source: EDA data on select equipment for 14 states, 2000‐2020

Source: EDA data on select equipment for 14 states, 2000‐2020

Interpretation of UCC data
• Collateral value, not loan value
• Non‐operator equipment loans
• May not be relevant after data cleaning

• LTV ratio differences between lender types
• Traditional: 65‐70%
• Nontraditional/Implement dealers: 80‐100%
• Blanket liens by traditional lenders
Key point: likely underestimates nontraditional market share

Equipment Financing
Advertisements

Source: EDA data on
select equipment for 14
states, 2001‐2019

Equipment Lending Comparisons

Source: USDA, National Agricultural Statistics Service and Economic Research Service, 2005‐ 2018. Agricultural
Resource Management Survey, non‐real estate long term debt data (equipment use only) from 14 states.

Source: USDA, ARMS EDA data on select equipment
for 14 states, 2001‐2019

Debt volume: ARMS vs ESTIMATED UCC

Not a simple
issue

New study: multiple borrowing
Data:
• Kansas Farm Management Association (KFMA) data
• Period: 2002/2013‐2020
• Representative sample of commercial farms
• Loans were categorized by Luke Byers and others.

Research questions
1. What farm characteristics are associated with loan and lender
concentration?
2. Is financial stress related to a decrease in loan concentration? (In
other words, do farms add new loans or lenders after experiencing
low income?)

Recent Trends

Recent Trends

Average loan volume increasing

Loan volume changes

Recent Trends
• Operators distribute their loans unevenly across lenders.
• To capture the relative loan size distribution, we use Herfindahl–Hirschman
Index (HHI)
• The closer the HHI is to 100,
•
•
•
•
•

the fewer the number of lenders and
each lender accounts for a large share of the loan
100 = 1 loan
50 = 2 loans of the same amount
25 = 7 loans of different sizes

Recent Trends
• Loan concentration has
declined, consistent with
increases in loan numbers.
• Lender concentration trend is
not consistent

Recent Trends
• Loans are highly
concentrated across regions.
• Largest‐Southwest
• Smallest‐Northwest.

Recent Trends
• Lender concentration
are remarkably
similar across regions.
• Largest index‐
Southwest
• Smallest index‐
Northeast

Recent Trends
• Share varies across regions over the
study period.
• Northwest‐largest share

• South Central‐smallest share

Recent Trends
• Share varies across regions

• Northwest‐largest share

• Southwest‐smallest share

Recent Trends
• Low renters are less likely
to have more than one
lender
• High renters are more likely
to obtain more than one
loan.
Cutoff splits the sample into 2 equal parts.

Recent Trends
• Except in 2017, low renters’ lender
and loan concentration consistently
higher than that of high renters

Statistical Analyses
What factors are associated with loan concentration (measured by HHI)? (results are similar
when using measures of lender concentration)

• Operator’s age (+)
• Farm size (‐)
• # operators and employees
(~‐)
• Debt to asset ratio (‐)
• Return to asset ratio (‐)

• Specialization (‐)
• Banks per people
• # Agricultural banks (+)
• FCS branch (~+)
• FCS outpost

(+) = positive correlation; (‐) = negative
correlation; ~ implies weak result

Statistical Analyses
What factors are associated with loan concentration (measured by HHI), after controlling for the
average farm level loan concentration?
• Extreme weather (~+)

• Proxy for lower income/financial
stress

•
•
•
•
•

Operator’s age (+)
Farm size (‐)
# operators and employees (~‐)
Debt to asset ratio (‐)
Return to asset ratio (‐)

• Specialization (‐)
• Banks per people
• # Agricultural banks (+)
• FCS branch (+)
• FCS outpost

(+) = positive correlation; (‐) = negative
correlation; ~ implies weak result

Preliminary findings
• Multiple borrowing is associated with several factors
• Size, age and profitability

• Insight: Larger farms or farms that want to grow
• Find it advantageous to add a new lender
• No evidence that financial stress is a driver

Conclusion
• Measuring debt from individuals and “non‐reporting institutions” is a major policy issue
• Competition in agricultural lending continues to increase
• Some newer entrants do not have lending as primary business objective

• Financial stress is at most one part of the story of the growth in agricultural lending options
• KFMA farmers seem to find it advantageous to add loans/lenders to fund new investments
• Open questions
• Innovation in equity financing?
• Is agriculture “underbanked”?

• Research

• Nontraditional data – input finance, real estate lending
• Financial stress
• Multistate survey on loyalty to existing lenders, sensitivity to rates and non‐price factors

Questions?
Comments?
Thank you!
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